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Company Update
Altai Lights Up World’s Largest Underground Industrial Complex
Wi-Fi Now, an organization dedicated to support and promote all things Wi-Fi, has
conducted an exclusive interview with Mike Bell, the Senior VP of Hunt Midwest, which is the
developer of SubTropolis near Kansas City, Missouri. SubTropolis is a gigantic underground
industrial & business park that has
recently deployed Altai Super WiFi
solution.
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Wireless, Altai’s distributor in the US.
Being able to cover a much larger area than any of its competitors, Altai has made the
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impossible possible! Apart from lighting up roadways in SubTropolis, Altai Super WiFi Solution
has also ensured underground communications with Police or Fire department in a safety
perspective, and not to mention allowing the underground roadways to be mapped and
tracked on Google Map.
While achieving all of these miracles, Altai Super WiFi Solution only costs a fraction of the
total project cost with other vendors in the market. “With the Super WiFi products that Krysp
Wireless brought to us, the money we spent on a test to light up 2 miles of road way in
SubTropolis, costed one-tenth of what was going to cost us three years ago. It is truly
transformational,” said Mike Bell in the interview with Wi-Fi Now.
Bell expressed that he is expecting to extend the Wi-Fi coverage to 75% roadways of the
underground complex in next year. To conclude the experience with Altai Super WiFi, Bell
remarked, “I would highly recommend this Altai Super WiFi system; it’s godsend for us.”
You

may

watch

the

full

interview

here:

https://wifinowglobal.com/news-and-

blog/interview-krysp-altai-light-up-wi-fi-coverage-in-worlds-largest-underground-industrialcomplex-subtropolis/

Super WiFi Solution Shines in India Warehousing Show
India Warehousing Show was first launched in 2011 and has evolved into a glorified platform
for warehousing and logistics industry. Over the years, the annual exhibition has been a
converging point for thousands of exhibitors showcasing a wide range of innovative
products, solutions, technologies, market trends and value-added services.
This year, Altai’s distributor in
India,

JNS

Systech,

presented Altai Super WiFi
Solution in the event and
showcased

how

its

patented technology is able
to convert your warehouse
to an automated one with
quick deployment and relatively lower cost. Altai’s booth has successfully attracted large
number of visitors and the countless success stories of Super WiFi deployed in warehouses
and logistics centres have raised the visitors’ awareness of the importance and benefits of
wireless network in logistics industries.
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Please connect with Altai to learn more.
Contact Altai by Email → info@altaitechnologies.com
Join our forum today! → facebook.com/groups/652109398848119
Follow Altai on social media!

Unit 209, 2/F, Lakeside 2, Hong Kong Science Park, Shatin, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 3758 6000
Fax: +852 2607 4021
Email: mktg@altaitechnologies.com
www.altaitechnologies.com
Altai Technologies Limited All Rights Reserved.
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